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Abstract 

Motion and locomotion planning have a wide area of usage in 

different fields. Locomotion planning with premade character 

animations has been highly noticed in recent years. 

Reinforcement Learning presents promising ways to create 

motion planners using premade character animations. Although 

RL-based motion planners offer great ways to control character 

animations but they have some problems that make them hard to 

be used in practice, including high dimensionality and 

environment dependency. In this paper we present a motion 

planner which can fulfill its motion tasks by selecting its best 

animation sequences in different environments without any 

previous knowledge of the environment. We combined 

reinforcement learning with a fuzzy motion planer to fulfill 

motion tasks. The fuzzy control system commands the agent to 

seek the goal in environment and avoid obstacles and based on 

these commands, the agent select its best animation sequences. 

The motion planner is taught through a reinforcement learning 

process to find optimal policy for selecting its best animation 

sequences. To validate our motion planner‟s performance, we 

implemented our method and compared it with a pure RL-based 

motion planner. 

Keywords: Reinforcement Learning, Fuzzy Control System, 

Motion Planning, Character Animation, Locomotion Planning. 

1. Introduction 

With progression of computer hardware, its memory 

capacity and processing power, 3D applications could be 

capable of having several different character animations. 

For example a sports simulation application needs many 

character animations to become similar to real sports. 

Organizing several animations needs a lot of work and it is 

not possible to manually manage it. The simulations which 

have to work with character animations, usually need 

motion planning. For this reason, in the recent years, 

motion planning has been highly noticed in the field of 

character animation. Motion planning by using premade 

character animations has its own challenges and it is a 

little different from robot motion planning because in this 

type of problem, selecting the best sequence of premade 

character animations is important to plan a task.  

 

Several works have been done in this field by applying 

reinforcement learning. RL-based motion planners can 

find the near optimal sequences of animations for doing 

each motion task. In an application which owns huge 

amount of character animations, a manual setup of 

different animations to fulfill a motion task is nearly 

impossible. One of the reasons that reinforcement learning 

based motion planners are noticed is that they can find 

near optimal sequences of animations for a motion task in 

an automated process and without manual work but they 

suffer from some problems that make them hard to be used 

in practice. One of the problems is the difficulty of 

defining suitable state representation. A RL-based motion 

planner needs to have a good knowledge of its working 

environment. It works with discrete states and needs to 

sample its states in an environment. The complexity of 

environment can affect its state representation and count. 

Designing state representation could be a challenging task 

while simple state representations can lead the motion 

planner to not take optimal and correct decisions and too 
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many parameters on each state can cause high 

dimensionality problem which causes huge amount of 

states which is not practical in the case of memory usage 

and also it is very hard to manipulate [2]. Also this kind of 

motion planners are usually dependent of the shape of the 

environment and obstacles within it, so an RL-based 

motion planner which learned to avoid obstacles and reach 

a goal in a specific environment can not necessarily avoid 

obstacles and fulfill its task in a different environment. 

 

On the other hand there exists fuzzy motion planners 

which are environment independent and can avoid 

obstacles and reach goals in different environments 

without facing high degree of complexity or high 

dimensionality. In this paper we present a method in which 

a fuzzy motion planner is combined with a RL-based 

animation controller to let an automated agent navigate 

through different environments and reach its goal without 

colliding obstacles. Our Motion planner owns a low 

dimensional state space. We use a fuzzy motion planner to 

command an agent to navigate in environment and avoid 

obstacles and beside it we design a RL-based animation 

controller to return the best sequence of animation in 

response of the fuzzy motion planner navigation 

commands. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the second 

section we consider the related works. In the third section 

we present our method. In the fourth section we compare 

our experimental results with a pure RL-based motion 

planner and at the end conclusion and future works are 

given. 

2. Related Works 

In the field of motion planning with premade character 

animations the challenging part is to find an optimal 

sequence of animations to fulfill a motion task. The 

selected animations are going to be played sequentially so 

an important thing is that the consecutive animations 

should not be very different visually so if they are played 

after each other, no jump in poses or speed of joints be 

seen. A solution to find similar motions in a motion 

database was introduced in motion graphs [8]. In motion 

graphs all of the animations in the database are seen as 

sequence of poses. Each pose is a snapshot of the character 

joint transforms in a specific time. The graph is 

constructed by finding similar poses in a time range 

specified by user. An edge is drawn between two most 

similar poses existing in the time range. Going from one 

animation to another is done by navigating through the 

graph. Motion graphs are good at finding similar motions 

but as [4] showed there is a significant delay in switching 

between animations and it is not suitable for real-time 

environments which most of the 3D simulation and video 

games are among. The delay is because, the graph should 

meet a specific pose to make a transition from one 

animation to the other. 

 

Parametric animation blending [12, 6] provides a 

continuous motion space using almost similar animations. 

The method ensures that by changing parameters, user gets 

a desired motion. This method is widely used in 3D 

character animation simulations and video games. [9] 

Introduced a motion graph over parametric animations 

while each node represents sampled parameters which 

returns a pose from different animations belonging to a 

parametric group, however parametric motion graphs like 

motion graphs have delay in changing animations and are 

not suitable for real-time environments. Since motion 

graphs can provide smooth transitions between animations 

many works in the field of motion planning have been 

done based on them. Reinforcement learning based motion 

planners also used motion graphs to select and weight 

graph edges to fulfill their motion tasks [2, 13, 14]. 

 

Reinforcement learning finds its way to the field of 

character animation quickly. [10] Trained an automated 

agent to fight automatically and select its best animations 

in a simulated boxing match. User control is an important 

part of 3D simulations and video games. [5] Used 

reinforcement learning to teach agents to respond to user 

control by selecting its best suited animations. [1] 

Introduced a method named motion fields to respond to 

user control. The method samples different poses of 

animations existing in motion database and named them 

motion states. Each motion state is connected to a list of 

other motion states which have similar poses and speed. It 

uses reinforcement learning to select sequences of motion 

states and their corresponding animation parts to fulfill 

motion tasks. The method responds fast to user control and 

returns suitable animations but it needs many animations 

to work well [11]. 

 

There are other motion planners that use reinforcement 

learning to avoid obstacles and seek goals. [4] Introduced 

a new motion blending technique to avoid animation foot 

skating and on top of it, reinforcement learning is used to 

teach agents to avoid obstacles and reaching goals. [3] 

Used regression trees and parametric animations to 

improve the performance of the method represented in [4] 

on both goal reaching and obstacle avoidance and also on 

grasping objects. Although RL-Based motion planers work 

well in selecting best animations to fulfill motion tasks but 

they suffer from the curse of high dimensionality in their 

state representation and this makes them hard to be used in 

practice. They can work very well in a specific 

environment but they can not necessarily work in different 

environments with different arrangement of obstacles and 
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the learning phase should be repeated for each different 

environment. 

 

Our method uses a fuzzy motion planner to coordinate 

agents in different environments. Fuzzy motion planners 

are environment independent and do not suffer from curse 

of high dimensionality however they possibly cannot find 

the optimal path to the goal but they can find their way to 

the goal in different environments with different obstacles 

without any previous knowledge of environment. In our 

method the fuzzy motion planner commands the agent to 

navigate through the environment and controls its speed 

and direction. Based on the navigation commands comes 

out from the fuzzy system, we used a method almost 

similar to motion fields to teach the agent to select its best 

actions (animations) so it can fulfill the navigation tasks. 

 

 

 
Fig1 (a) Agent‟s distance to obstacles 

 

 

 
Fig1 (b) Agent‟s angle difference to goal in degrees 

 

 
Fig1 (c) Agent‟s turn value in degrees 

 

 
Fig1 (d) Agent‟s speed in m/s 

 
Fig1. Fuzzy diagrams used in the fuzzy motion planner. 

 

3. Proposed Method 

In this section we describe our method in detail. Firstly we 

show how we use a fuzzy control system to control the 

agent‟s navigation and then we show how we designed a 

RL-based animation controller to react well to navigation 

commands who comes out of from the fuzzy control 

system. 

3.1 The Designed Fuzzy System 

We used a layered fuzzy control system [7, 17] which can 

avoid obstacles and reach goal in a 2D environment. The 

fuzzy system controls both speed and direction of the 

agent. Fig1 shows fuzzy sets belonging to our designed 

fuzzy control system. The direction is controlled by two 

layers and the speed is controlled by just one layer. For the 

direction, the first layer carries out the goal seeking 

behavior which leads the agent to reach the goal and the 

second layer is the obstacle avoidance layer which carries 

out the rules to avoid obstacles. The goal seeking layer is 

masked partially or completely with respect to the agent‟s 

distance to its surrounding obstacles. Since our fuzzy 

system can compute the obstacles oriented bounding box, 
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it can avoid any obstacles with any shape and size, 

however it is better to use obstacles convex hull to avoid 

them more accurately. The fuzzy system ensures the agent 

to reach the goal, although it possibly cannot find the 

optimal and shortest path to the goal but it does not need to 

know any previous knowledge about the environment and 

it can find its way through the goal in different 

environments with different shaped obstacles. The 

environment independency of our fuzzy control system 

helps us to create a low dimensional RL-based animation 

controller on top of our animation database to respond near 

optimally to the navigation commands comes out from the 

fuzzy system.  

 

3.2 The RL-Based Animation Controller 

The main goal of our research is to bring a motion planner 

which can reach desired goals by selecting a suitable 

sequence of its different animations with a low 

dimensional state space. To reach this goal we designed an 

animation controller on top of our animation database. 

 

Through our animation database, we select sub animation 

parts and call them animation intervals. Each animation 

interval consists of consecutive poses which are playing 

sequentially in time. These animation intervals are the 

points that RL-based animation controller can accept 

navigation commands from the fuzzy control system and 

make transitions to other animations if needed. For each 

animation interval, we find similar animation intervals 

from the animation database. Since we are working on 

locomotion planning and navigation, most of our 

animations are related to human locomotion. For each 

animation, we select intervals manually and we usually 

select the times in which one foot is planted on the ground 

or at some points we select double support phase of 

walking animations where two feet are planted on the 

ground. Selecting animation intervals in which at least one 

foot is planted on the ground help us to avoid foot skating 

while switching between two animations. 

 

For each animation interval we select K nearest neighbors 

of it by finding the most similar intervals from our 

animation database. Each animation interval can just 

switch between its neighbors to make an animation 

sequence. The neighbors are selected in a preprocessing 

phase before learning process starts. We need to define a 

similarity rule for animation intervals so we can apply it to 

KNN algorithm to find the K most similar neighbors of 

each animation interval. 

3.2.1 Defining Similarity Values  

Character animation is based on a hierarchical structure of 

joints called skeleton. These joints are just containers for 

3D transforms. In our research, the root joint has both 

rotation and translation and the other joints just carry out 

rotations and no joint has uniform or non-uniform scale. 

Each joint rotation is represented relative to a constant 

transform called binding pose. The transform values of 

joints of a skeleton in a specific time is called a pose of a 

skeleton. We can find the similarity value of two different 

poses by using equation (1): 
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 ∑        (  
 )  

 

   
                     ( ) 

 

Where        and        indicates positions of the root 

joints of two poses which are being compared.   and     
indicates the rotation of ith joint of the skeleton in form of 

unit quaternions. We use unit quaternions because they can 

represent better pose interpolation with less calculations in 

comparison to other rotation representation methods like 

Euler angles [16] .       and    shows arbitrary weights 

of the different joints. Since some joints have more effect 

on the motion of the skeleton, all joints should not have 

same weights. For example when the root joint moves, all 

the hierarchy moves and rotates with it. In overall when a 

joint moves or rotates, its children move or rotate with it 

and they save their current transform in their parent space 

so a joint with higher level in the hierarchy can have 

higher weight than the others. One other parameter which 

could have effect on setting weights for a joint in equation 

(1) is the length of the joints. The larger bone could be 

seen easier so they need higher weights too. 

 

As mentioned in section 3.2, for each animation interval, 

we need to find its KNN. Equation (1) shows the similarity 

value of just two poses, but an animation interval consists 

of series of poses which are playing sequentially in a time 

interval. So we need to compare a series of consecutive 

poses to find an accurate similarity value. Equation (2) 

shows similarity value of two intervals: 
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Where NT indicates the normalized time of two intervals. 

          

 

  shows the source animation interval pose at 

its time 
  

 
 and            

 

 shows the destination 
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animation interval pose at its time 
  

 
. Intervals may have 

different time lengths. For example one could be 0.2 

second and the other could be 0.4 second. We normalize 

the time lengths so we can compare both animation 

intervals in an equal time space. The animation interval is 

sampled „n‟ times and we compare these samples with 

each other. As we use animations which indicates human 

motion, there are less differences between consecutive 

poses of an animation interval and the motions are 

continuous so sampling animation intervals can give us a 

good overview of the animation poses. Lower value of 

IntervalSimilarityValue shows more similar poses. 

 

To switch between two animation intervals, we use cross 

fade animation blending. By using cross fade animation 

blending, weight of source animation will go to 0 from 1 

and at the same time, the weight of the destination 

animation goes to 1 from 0 both in a same predefined 

transition time length. This kind of transitional blending 

between two animations helps us to achieve faster 

responses while changing animations. By using cross fade 

transitional blending, there is no need to wait to meet a 

special frame to switch between two animations and at the 

start of the animation interval a cross fade can be made. 

This can make our work very responsive to animation 

switching which is crucial in real time simulations and 

video games. For each K neighbors of an animation 

interval we assign a weight which shows its degree of 

similarity value with respect to the other neighbors.  

Equation (3) shows weight value of each neighbor: 

 

     
                        

∑                         
 
   

    

                                                                     ( ) 
 

Where    represents the weight of nth neighbor of a 

specific animation interval. 

3.2.2 Control Process 

Now each animation interval has k another animation 

intervals which can make transition to. We teach the agent 

to select a sequence of animation intervals to make near 

optimal decisions to fulfill its different navigation tasks. 

We use reinforcement learning to teach our agent to find 

an optimal policy which let it to select its best animations. 

Reinforcement learning problems are mostly modeled in a 

Markov decision process (MDP) which is shown by a 

tuple with four elements (S, A, P, R): 

 

1. S: Set of available states for agent. 

2. A: An action space depicting all of the possible 

actions the agent can take. 

3.               Which is a stochastic transition 

function showing the probability of transitioning to 

state „  ‟ from state „s‟, by selecting action „a‟. 

4.           Which is a reward function 

showing the feedback the agent achieves from 

environment after transitioning from state „s‟ to state 

„  ‟ by selecting action  „a‟. 

In our RL-based animation controller, states consist of an 

animation interval that is playing plus some parameters 

that show how the motion task is fulfilling. For example 

these parameters could be the difference of agent direction 

to the desired direction, or the difference of the agent 

speed and the desired speed. 

 

Each state has K actions which leads the agent to make a 

transition to one of its k nearest neighbors. In MDP, the 

stochastic transition function can make a transition to 

another state by selecting an action with a probability of 

Pn. So if there exists m states, by selecting each action, m 

transition probabilities exists which sum of P1 to Pm 

should be 1. In our RL-based animation controller by 

selecting action „a‟ from state „s‟ the agent goes to a 

specific state „s'‟ with a probability of 100% and no 

stochastic function presented in our work. 

 

The reward function shows how much the agent was 

successful in fulfilling his motion task but this is not 

sufficient for our work. The beauty and continuity of the 

successive animations that are going to be played after 

each other are important too, so in the reward function we 

apply the weight parameter that is calculated in equation 

(3). The reward function is a weighted sum of similarity 

value and the success value of fulfilling desired motion 

task. Equation (4) shows the reward function: 

 

 (    )          ( )                        ( ) 
 

Where  (    )  shows the reward that agent obtains by 

selecting action    in state „s‟.   and   are tunable 

parameters showing weights of     and T(s).    is the 

similarity weight given by equation (3) and T is a function 

returning the success value of the selected action in 

fulfilling its motion task. 

 

For the learning process we select some predefined tasks 

based on the navigation commands coming out from the 

fuzzy control system. The navigation commands are 

dealing with agent direction and speed so we sampled the 

direction and speed parameters as recognized tasks for our 

animation controller. MDP has a discrete state space, so 

during learning phase, different states are being sampled. 

The sampled states are consist of the defined state 

parameters and the animation interval. The learning 
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process occurs in the framework of SARSA algorithm 

[15]. The state action values are calculated based on 

equation (5). 

 

 (         )  (   ) (         )

  ( (         )    (     ))   ( ) 

 

 

At each time step „t‟, the value of a state-action pair 

 (         ) is specified.      is the previous state where 

agent had been and      is the action it took in that state. 

In our work each time step is when the animation interval 

is playing. The  (         ) value in the formula is the 

immediate reward which the agent receives after 

transitioning from state      to state „   ‟ by selecting 

action „     ‟ based on the Markov decision process. 

      Is discount factor which shows the influence of 

future actions on the value of selected action in the current 

state. This parameter specifies how much the value of each 

state-action pair is influenced with respect to it its future 

outcomes.       is learning rate which shows the 

influence of agent‟s previous experiences on rating each 

state-action pair. To achieve optimal policy, we always 

select the most valuable ( (     )) in equation (5) to rate 

 (         ). 

 

 
 

Fig2 (a). Sparse environment 

 

 
Fig2 (b). Semi cluttered environment 

 

 
 

Fig2 (c). Cluttered Environment 

 

Fig2. Different environments with different obstacles. Our method can 
find the goal in each environment by selecting its best animation 

sequences with a low dimensional state space and the learning phase does 

not need to be repeated for different environments but the pure RL-Based 
motion planners works with high dimensional state spaces and the 

learning phase should be repeated for each environment. 

3.2.3 Near Optimal Decisions 

Markov decision process consists of a discrete state space 

and in learning phase the states are sampled. Except the 

playing animation interval, the other state parameters the 

agent needs to work, are continuous and they could take 

other values than what the agent sampled in its states. To 

take near optimal decisions at run-time with respect to 

what agent learned and sampled in its learning phase, we 

select the state which has the shortest distance to agent‟s 

current state parameters from agent‟s sampled state sets. 

At run-time, agent can be in a state which is not sampled 

during learning phase. When this occurs, we find the most 

similar state to agent‟s current state from the samples state 

sets. Since we used a fuzzy control system for agent 

navigation, we brought out the environment dependency 

from agent state parameters and we made a low 

dimensional state space. This low dimensionality can help 

us to find nearest states to agent‟s current state with less 

calculation at run-time. For example our animation 

controller is just working with character speed and 

direction. 

 

To select the nearest state to the agent‟s current state at 

run-time we separated the sampled states with respect to 

the animation is playing. The state representation is like St 

= (Animation interval, Current Speed, Current Direction). 

We organize and save the states who has a specific 

animation interval in separated tables and assigned a row 

to each parameter. We find the table which has the same 

animation interval with agent‟s current state and from it, 

we find the state which has the shortest distance to agent‟s 

current state and use its most valued action to take the near 

optimal decision. 
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4. Experimental Results 

We implemented our method to measure its performance 

and compare it with a pure RL-Based motion planner. The 

pure RL-Based motion planner is fulfilling its motion tasks 

just by using reinforcement learning. 

 

As mentioned in section 3.1, we defined a two layered 

fuzzy control system to compute the direction of the agent 

and the speed is controlled with respect to agent‟s distance 

to obstacles and it‟s just using one layer. For the direction, 

the first layer is goal seeking layer and the second one is 

for obstacle avoidance. The first layer is masked by second 

layer partially or completely with respect to agent‟s 

distance to obstacles. We defined four world sets and 

different fuzzy sets on these world sets to control both 

direction and speed of the agent. Fig1 shows the different 

fuzzy sets we used for our fuzzy control system. As shown 

in fig1, distance and degrees to goal parameters are the 

system‟s input parameters, turn and speed are the system‟s 

output parameters. 

 

For our RL-Based animation controller we used 46 

different walk, run, sprint and turn animation intervals and 

we set K to 6 for the KNN algorithm. We defined different 

motion tasks based on the output of the fuzzy motion 

planner and started the learning phase with different 

animation intervals for each task. The motion tasks are 

different combination of direction and speed values. These 

combinations are selected manually based on the output of 

the fuzzy control system. The system samples and rates 

many states through the SARSA algorithm during learning 

phase while trying to fulfill its tasks. Our experimental 

setup is just on the XY plane and is not working with the 

height of the obstacles. Also all of the animations are 

moving in the XY plane. 

With the same set of animations, we designed a pure RL-

Based motion planner which samples the environment to 

avoid obstacles and reach the goal. The RL based motion 

planner saves its situation relative to environment within 

its state parameters. These kind of motion planners should 

learn to avoid different shaped and sized obstacles 

separately. 

 

To compare our work with the pure RL-Based motion 

planner we defined 2 types of obstacles a box and a 

cylinder, each one with 3 different sizes. Three different 

environments are also made, the first one is sparse, the 

second one is more cluttered and the third one is heavily 

cluttered. Each environment is filled with the different 

obstacles mentioned above. Fig2 shows the three different 

environments used in our experimental results. 

 

The defined rules of our fuzzy motion planner can avoid 

any obstacle with any size and it is independent from the 

environment density and obstacle arrangement. The 

learning phase of our RL-Based animation controller 

occurs with only three state parameters, first the animation 

interval which is playing, second the agent speed and third 

the agent direction. The obstacle avoidance rules comes 

out of the fuzzy system, and animation sequence selection 

comes out from RL-Based animation controller. 

 

For the pure RL-Based motion planner we should let the 

agent to go through environments and learn the shape of 

environment. We just sample the obstacles‟ relative 

positions and orientations to the agent if the agent distance 

is near to them, the agent has to save position and 

orientation of each obstacle relative to its current 

transform which leads the agent to own high dimensional 

states also it should save the shape of the obstacles too so 

it can avoid them differently. Table 1 shows the state 

parameters which is used in the pure RL-Based motion 

planner for learning. As the results show the states become 

very high dimensional with respect to obstacle variety and 

count and it is impractical but our method has just 3 state 

parameters for all environments and it is independent from 

environment shape and density. Also the learning phase 

doesn‟t need to be repeated for different environments. 

The system is trained once and it can work in different 

environments with different size and obstacles. 

5. Conclusions and Future Works 

Fuzzy motion planners present good ways to avoid 

obstacles in different environments. By combining a fuzzy 

motion planner and a RL-Based animation controller we 

achieved a locomotion planner which can seek goals in 

different shaped environments with a low dimensional 

state space. Our motion planner is taught once but the pure 

RL-based motion planners should be taught in each 

environment separately. Our motion planner might not 

find the optimal or the shortest path to the goal but it is not 

environment dependent and it carries low dimensional 

state space which makes it practical and easy to use.  

 

Table 1- The number of state parameters needed for agent‟s learning. Our 

approach can avoid obstacles and reach goal in different shaped 

environments with just 3 state parameters. 

 
Pure RL-Based Motion Planner 

State Parameters 

Our 

approach 

 
Environment1 

 
4 

 
3 

 
Environment2 

 
10 

 
3 

 
Environment3 

 
16 

 
3 
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For future works we want to apply our approach to 

physically-based animations and compute the blending 

factors of physically-based animation and premade 

animations with respect to incoming physical force and 

torque. 
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